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INTERNATIONAL
SHARP USER GROUP
Dear Microfans,
Thanks for all the nice letters you
sent in after the last newsletter. As you can see
from the list on the right the newsletter now goes
out to twenty seven countries and the membership
total grows daily. There are 903 members around
the World representing Sharp Microcomputer users
in all six Continents,
Judging from the locations of some of the
members the MZ-80K seems to fare well in a variety
of temperatures. The Sharp belonging to Mr, Malpas
in Kuwait is certainly working in a different
climate to that of Mr. Divoux's in Anchorage
Alaska. Many of the members in foreign countries
report that the Sharp has only recently been
introduced so we expect to see the membership rise
at an even faster rate in the next year.
The Sharp Company of South Africa have
been very pleased with the User Group Newsletter
and are to use sections in a newsletter of their
own which will be sent to Sharp Users in South
Africa. In exchange they are to send material to
Aberdeen for inclusion in future editions of this
Newsletter. Interest has also been expressed by a
number of other companies around the World in ex
changing information about Sharp products.
Having tested the MZ-80K out in Japan and
later in Europe, Sharp are now expanding into new
markets. Sharp have just started selling micros in
the U.S.A. and this will probably be a tremendously
importantant development from a user-software
point of view. I am going to the States in a few
days time and will report on Sharp in America in
the next newsletter. Meantime all the latest news
on the PC3200 ■micrc/ Colour,etc is printed in the
next few pages
,.
TT
&
Happy computing,

—

-

■

.

Graham Knight

GM8FFX.

International
Sharp User Group
Newsletters are
sent to members
in the following
Countries

AMERICA
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRIA
CANADA
BELGIUM
DENMARK
EIRE
ENGLAND
FRANCE
GERMANY
HOLLAND
HONG KONG
JAPAN
KUWAIT
LIBYA
NORTHERN IRELAND
NORWAY
PERU
SCOTLAND
SWEDEN
SOUTH AFRICA
SAUDI ARABIA
SWITZERLAND
WALES
ITALY
WESTERN SAMOA
WINDWARD ISLAND

(GRENEDA)

ZAIRE

!

To join the User
Group send &'3
or equivalent to
108 Rosamount PI
Aberdeen,
Scotland
AB2 4YW
telephone

0224 630526
Telex

739169

THE SUPER-SHARP

by Graham Knight
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uDefinable keys

RAM
ROM

C.R T

*t
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si.
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RUM

1

PC-3200

SPECIFICATION.

'

DEL

'

CONT

■

i

■

SRK

—

Function keys

-

__-

Green display
80 chars x 25 lines),
Selectable
40 chars x 25 lines)'
Reverse video
Blinking video
Selected scrolling
Left, right, up and down.
Pseudo line and matrix drawing function.
Graphic function = 160 x 50 dots.
Full ASCII format typewriter style
Numeric key pad
Cursor control keys
10 User definable keys
7 funtlon keys
Repeat key.
96 character keyboard buffer.

’’

HALT

j

1

uData entry keys

80A
Z
64K
32K (expandable up to 72K)including BASIC Interpreter,
Mathematical accuracy
Mantissa part 12 digit
Exponent part -99 to +99

-

KEYBOARD

(NS

— Typewriter keyboard

— Power lamp
—Mode change switch

n.

zn—1-_1..

SHARP RELEASE THE PC-3200

a complete system

The Sharp PC-3200 system comprises of

the PC-3200 microcomputer , the

CE332P printer and the CE33IM floppy disk unit. The system is aimed at the

professional user and any business or educational establishment who require
a high technolgy micro which incorporates features normally only available
on mainframes. A glance at the PC-3200 description soon reveals that this no

-

can you think of another with a Z80A 4Mhz processor which
has 32 K of built in ROM (expandable to 72K) and 64K of built in RAM. A RAM
ordinary micro

upgrade to an incredible 96K will be available in the

summer.

The CE 332P printer handles upper and lower case and has a special g"

line feed for drawing graphics. The usual line feed is one sixth of an inch
and the printer is a bi-directional device printing 132 characters per
column. The disks are double sided, double density giving 568K of storage on

the CE33IM unit. It' is expected that an eight inch disk unit will be made

available in the summer with one megabyte capacity.
It is impossible in this short article to review all the PC-3200

j

features but the following are examples of the PC-3200's unique facilities:
The DATE and TIME are set by entering TI ME =9 2 6 09 0 5 6 3 ( the integer signifies

|

the mon th , day , hour and the fractional par t s i gn i f ies the minute and second.
'

Thus TI ME =9 2 609 , 5 63se ts the PC-3200 to 26th. September and 9.56(and 30secs).

This need only be set once as the PC-3200 has a built in battery and the
setting will be retained in memory even if you haven't switched on for a

.

mon th Pro grams can be listed to the printer with a TIME and DATE heading.
ERROR ME S SAGES should an error occur, a bleep will sound and one of
83 error codes will be displayed, e.g. ERROR indicates a missing DATA

line.

Keyboard has 61 alpha-numeric keys and 32 others including 20 which

can be defined by the user. Others include single keys for RUN, BREAK, CON TINE

J

HALT, ENTER, EDIT, INSERT, DELETE, HOME, CONTROL .CLEAR, COMMAND etc.

.

PI is permanently stored as 3 1 4 1 5 9 2 65 35 8
KEY INPUT BUFFER

A 64 key buffer is incorporated.

KEYROLL OVER means that if

is still held down

-

.

a key is entered while the previous key

the PC-3200 recognises both entries.

RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR gives numbers with a 12 digit value.

. .

e g A=RND20+I 0 generates a number between 10 and 29.9999999999 assigned to A
MODIFY converts a value to the fixed or floating point statement.
e.g. the value2. 34567 under(FIXED 4.0) will be shown as 2.346
N.B. The 0

.

.

in the Fixed 4.0 statement signifies roun d down
A number between 0 and 9
can be used in FIXED statements e.g. a 5 indicates round down for 4 round up
for 5

.

FLOATING POINT FORMAT is used for very large or very small values

FLOAT m,n

where m is s number between 0-11 signifying the number after the

decimal place, n is the rounding number (as the fixed point format).
AN D , OR , an d NOT are included in the LOGICAL OPERATORS

ERASE

command cancels a single specified variable.

I

continued

THE SUPERSHARP STORY

This command traces the execution of a program.

TR

line numbers.

AUTO

generates

REN

renumbers program lines as specified taking care off

auto

,

all GOTO, GOSUB, THEN, ELSE, ON/GOTO or ON /GOS UB RES TORE and

Mini Floppy Disc

PRINT USING statements.

With a consolidated disc for
BASIC and a file control

IMAGEan image symbol which is given as a character const ant 'System, high-speed process¬

determines the area of characters or numeric values shown,
„.TT
CALL

-1-1
v
calls
a sub -pro gram .SUBi defines a sub-program

ing is possible for a large
quantity of data. The mini
floppy disc has a capacity of

568K
KEY inputs one character from the keyboard to a specified character variable

KEY IN enters charcters and numeric values

from the keyboard, e.g. KEYINC$,9

keys in a string to character variable C$ with a specification of 9 letters.
The KEYIN string is displayed with left-justification.
POP clears the subroutine return addresses in the subroutine stack by one.
, ON

ERROR GOTO and ON ERROR GOSUB commands are availableand the ON KEY allows

execution of a specific program line when a special key is pressed.

.

MOVE assigns or links part of a character variable to another vari ab le Mos t

useful for creating string variables exceeding 256 characters.

similar to the MZ-80K except that sharps and flats can be programmed.

MUSIC

CURSOR X,Y sets the

MVCUR
POS

cursor position by column and row number.

this increments the position of the cursor.
This assigns the current cursor co-ordinates to a variable.

WAIT 200

program executes after 20 seconds.

WAIT TIME=0930

program executes at 09.30.

WAIT TIME/23.4200 displays time on screen and executes program at 23,42pm.

STATUS

gives the number of bytes used and the number of bytes remaining

free. Also gives the current line number.

_ yS A VE saves all or specified lines of screen data
The PC-3200 is eauipped
with a display capability of
80 characters x 25 lines for
letters (capital and small),
symbols and artificial
graphic patterns. In addition
to letters and numbers, rule
lines can be displayed. It is
also possible to reverse the

to make them

blfnk.'SPlay

_.

Tt

13

to a

disk file

.

_ ..

, ,
,
,
,
of course possible to make security copies of disks

bu-t- one Df

-(-he

create disk

features we like most was the ability to

files which were completely private and if so

defined cannot be copied. TRIG functions DEGREES or RADIANS
VARIABLES : up

.

to 8 alphanumeric characters including upper

and lower case letters, e.g. ABC23 STOCK

ledger2 etc are

all valid variables .Variable types are 12 digit real numbers

integers, or strings and simple or multi-dimensional arrays
of any type. GOTO, GOSUB etc may be to line n umb e rs ,1abe Is ,
or expressions .e.g. GOTO 25, or ON SGN(X)+2 GO TO "min us

"," z e r

"plus", or GOTO (X. 2 + 3). Any specified area of the screen can
be scrolled up, down, left or right with video re ve rse d ,b linke
' 72' (30cm)
80 x 25 display capacity
6x8 dot matrix

'

Green display
' Rule lines
' Reverse

or set to a COLOUR if a colour monitor is used. The PRINT
USING command is very poerful allowing formatting of numbers

'

and strings as specified by an IMAGE statement.

EVEIÿÿAGEÿAREINSÿJ££ij£jnENÿÿÿJ(j)£IÿJ£2i2Jÿj|£Ji££jyÿÿÿÿÿÿ—

ADVANCE NEWS OF
COLOUR + PASCAL FDOS + PLOTTER
M2 -80 Input/ output boa-id

The UniveAsal input/ output boaAd which was detailed in the last
UewsletteA is now available faom youA dealer. It costs £45 .00 and is ideal
60* control puApos es The boaAd has to be customised by the puAchaseA to
iuit the penipheAal unit s
it utilises 8 bit TTL input and output s. Pull up
OA down AesistoAS aAe fitted by the puAchaseA to suit paAticulaA need s and
theAe it> pace on the boaAd foA adding additional components and i.c.S

.

-

.

MZ-80K

COIQUA

ShaAp Aecently demons tAated the MZ -80K COIOUA system at the London
"Compec" exhibition and amazed theiA competitoAS in the industAy by the
amazing standaAd 0 f the COIOUA pictuAes shown. One peAson who had came oveA
fAom anotheA exhibitcA's stand thought the colouA was being taked by the
use of a video tape AecoAdeA. He was convinced when he dAew some COIOUA
pictuAes himself.
The COIOUA unit is designated the MZ-80VU.A and a gAeat deal of veAy
complex ciAcuitAy is contained in a box which is 14" deep,5" high, 12" deep.
Built in is a 180 A pAocessoA Aunning at 4Hhz and 32 K of RAM memo Ay to allow
high speed COIOUA pAogAamming The system has fauA modes of opeAation:
1. Black and white with fauA gAadations and 25 6 x 192 dots
2. 8 sepaAate COIOUAS with high definition 25 6 x 192 dots
3. SCOIOUAS with 8 gAadations of colouA and 1ÿ8 x 192 dots
4. 24 sepaAate COIOUAS {gAeat faA maps)
128 x 192 dots
ShaAp colouA will not be availab le fa A some consideAable time but it will be
well woAth waiting faA
ShaAp colouA gives unpAecedented definition and
vaAiety of satuAations. At A beAdeen ColouA television is a veA y laAge section
of out1 business and until now we have been veA y dis appointed by vaAious micAo
manufactuAeAs attempts at COIOUA
most aAe weak almost pastel shaded colouA.
ShaAp's colouA is only compaAable to a pAopeAly set-up COIOUA TV and when it
is Aeleased will set new standaAds foA the otheA manufactuAeAs
The ShaAp system uses single- dot COIOUA contAol and uses the same
RGB ( Aed, blue, gAeen ) diAect dAive system as youA TV set.This pAoduces highdensity colouA pictuAes which have excellent definition and extAemely vivid
colouA displays The pAesent display on the MZ -80K can be 4,000 points (using
the SET and RESET commands) this is incAeased to 49, 152 points with the new
colouA unit and the change in definition can only be compaAed to a domestic
ttl<LvUion lit. No doubt rte ootcuK uitl bt gWat (od mupi anrf
b„fA0.
confess to having a colouA SPACE INVAVERS planned.
'

-

.

-

-

.

.
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SPECIAL MZ- 80K machine code INPUT ROUTINE
the user to specify
This program is a machine code input routine which allows
keyboard. The subroutine
the number and the characters to be entered on the
routine which can be
at line at line 1000 is used to set up a machine code
of IN m line 1090.
located anywhere in memory by simply changing the value
any time with
After the subroutine has been called the routine may be used at
parameters
a statement like line 35. The USR call must be followed by three
MID$(Q$,
separated by commas: the first is the string expression e.g. A$ or
The
5,3) and only characters in the string are accepted from the keyboard.
255) and
second parameter is the number of characters permitted (maximum of

the string variable containing the input
string on return. When called the routine gives a flashing cursor at the
any other
current cursor position and only the specified keys are accepted
Pressing it deletes the last characte
key is ignored except the delete key
the third parameter is the name of

-

.

the entry. When the maximum number of characters
key does
have been typed only the CR and delete keys respond. The delete
not close up the rest of the line as usual but only deletes one character
and the CR key terminates

thus preserving a formatted display.

5 0OSUE:1 000
1 0 A*= " QWERTVU I 0PASDF6HJKLZXCUBNM
20 Dil¬
i'S PRINT'S
26 PRINT"!

PRIMT"S8liia§S>'

29
30 PRINTnSÿ»>"J
35 USR < IN), A$ , X , B$
40 PRINT." PRINT'SHSOSSSSSSSaB" ‘ B$
999 END
1080 REM INPUT ROUTINE
1010 DATA 17.- 160.-0,25.-34.- 12, 17,205, 151,22,44,205, 175,34-205- iS,24-~'U5, l ,
1 020 PSS™, l!7t205;154, 22, 44, 205, 169,25,205, 154, 22, 44, 34, 1 , 72, 225ÿ34, 4
17
1030 L-'H IHiij, t>f, i-4, ior, 91 , 12, 17.-213, 205, 179, 9, 205.-206- 1 1 254, 102- 40,60, 1004
"*54
1 040 DHTH40.-34, 197,237,75, 10, 17, 229, 237, 1 77, 225, 193,32,230, 18- PT
li-iwCis'.fi”
1050 DHTHlfc.,222, 205, 179,9,205,206, 11,254, 102,40,26,254,96,32,242, 13- I T 40,' ?R4
1 060 C-,0Tfl62ÿ2'0, 205, 18, 0, 205, 12,0, 62, 20, 205, 18, 0, 13,4, 27, 24, 186, 1 75, 71
1070 DATA! 9 r' , 42, 1 , 72, 205, 19, 38, 205, 54, 36, 205, 41 , 24, 34, 1 .- 72- 205- 1 25- 251 080 DATA225, 205, 223, 24, 205, 1 18, 25, 205, 106, 27, 157, 19- 201 0- 0-0, fu}u TP 1 93
1 090 I N=500U0 s REM
LOCATION OF INPUT ROUTINE
1100 REM ALLOW AT LEAST 160 BYTES PLUS MAXIMUM SIZE OF INPUT BUFFER
FROM
1110
°F NEM0RV (EmG' F0R 4SK RFlM "IH" MUST BE LESS THAN
53088-BUFFER9
1120
IN
F0RX=@T0159:
1130
READN: POKEIN+X, N: NEXT
1140 RETURN
'

-

-

LIMIT1

REMEMBER TO CLEAN THE TAPE HEADS

Most members will have experienced the lack of quality noticed on an ordinary
tape recorder when

the

tape heads need cleaning and most will know about the

tape cleaners which are currently available. The tape heads on your MZ-80K

are similar and must be kept clean
and once m

-

run a tape cleaner through once a week

three months clean the heads with some alcohol
and

"buddies".

—

CONVERTING PET + TANDY
PROGRAMS TO SHARP BASIC
by Mike Shaw
Pet Batic l* very similar to Sharp'* 50 2 5 and oA all the micro*
the. Pet hat the closest set ofi symbol* to the MZ-SOK. Converting the
published listing* o £ Pet Program* It more o 4 a problem 06 knowing what
the fiunny symbol* mean and knowing the reatont lor their Poke command* .
The beauty o$ converting a Pet program It that , once done It can In
mott In* tance* be enhanced by the addition ol mutlc and * uperlor
graphic* .

Before giving

a Pet

-

Sharp dictionary there are tome pointt
about Pet programt which are worth noting. In many publlthed programt
the filnal quotet In a PRINT ttatement are lejt out: l{ you are careful
and are thort 0 £ tpace you can leave them out on the MZ-SOK too, but
ttrange thing* can happen Ifi you are unwary.
Some o{ the more complex Pet program* have ttatement* like :

--

......

Z
4*(X<>}-2*(X><n
Thl* nothing more than a thortened IT
THEN type ol routine and...
wait 1$or It ... It work* on the MZ-SOK too
even though It l*n't In
their otherwl* e good manual.The bracketed * tatement* ttatement* , 14,
true, return -1, and l{, lalte return 0.1n the example above, 1-41ÿ
X l* let* than zero, 1 = 2 1.& X l* greater than zero, and Z= 0 14, X= 0.
It l* a very useful con* traction to play around with and can tave lot*

-

oi

tpace.

Pet Batlc accept* non- equal te&tlng ofi tiring variable*. Thu*
you may tee IT A$<yB$ THEN GOTO xyz « The MZ-SOK doesn't accept that
and you will have to make thl* tmall change:
IT A$ = B $ THEN [next statement plu* one }
GOTO xyz
.. carry on ...

.

Now.

Those funny symbols:
A ' reversed '
= clear screen {
A reversed 'club1 (I think!) = Cursor up
A reversed 'Q'
= Cursor down
A reversed vertical line = Cursor left
= Cursor right
A reversed 3 (
= ‘Reverse1 graphics ON
A reversed ' R'
A reversed horiz. line= 'Reverse1 graphics OFF
= Cursor
A reversed ‘S'
e 1 ( {HJ )

E>

W)

The PET screen format is the same as the MK80Z’s, so
to convert PET screen-destined POKES, simply add -20480.

_

PET doesn’t have lower case letters directly accessible
from the keyboard: they're achieved on the PET by POKEing
59468,14. So if you see that statement, youf
know that
the programmer is setting up his! display forV ,wer case
(small letters, to the chap waving his arms at the back).
Some odd characters creep into text statements after such
these are to produce the capital letters.
a statement
Lower case on the PET is switched off by POKE59468 , 12.
Occasionally you'll see some POKEing going on around
PET location 512 (or even lower on their older ROM's):
this is usually for a USR type of routine on the GET
function. Sometimes, the GET function can be made to
work in its place. However, the PET has a buffer on its
input, which means thatit will 'remember' which key has
been pressed during, say, a FOR...NEXT loop, and operate
on it after the loop has ended. To achieve nearly the
same effect with the Sharp machine, a machine coded routine
is necessary: this routine is now given for a 48k machine,
with notes on how to re-locate it for machines with
smaller memories.
To enter the routine:
LIMIT 53200 :REM Leave about 20 bytes for the routine,
1
and LIMIT your machine accordingly.
2
L-53200 : REM ... or your LIMIT address
1 TO 8: READ E: POKE L+I,E:NEXT
FOR I
3
DATA 20,5,27,0, 50
4
5
DATA 218,207 : REM 218 = DA Hex(~ LEAST Significant Byte)
207 = CF Hex(= MOST Significant byte)
of CFDA, which = 53210, the address
where the 'answer' is to be found,
lotaVicr*.
(which is L+10) ♦
6
DATA 201,0

-

***

That enters the routine. To use it in any program,
instead of, say 120 GETQ$, write:
120 USR(L+l): A = PEEK(L+10): REM A= ASCII code of
the pressed key
To have the computer ‘remember’ the last pressed key,
add the line
125 IF A O0THEN B=A: REM B is ASCII code of last pressed
key.
.

To 'machine code' a location
a) turn ’ t to HEX
b) take each hex pal r and convert it back to decimal
c) the least significant byte 'pair' (LSB) is entered first.

***

These two lines can ,i f ne ces s ary ,be entered (with appropriate line numbers)
strategic points in a program, so that, when the 'action on an input k e v'
part of a program is reached, it runs on the. key pressed during other parts of
the program execution. 1 1 i sn 't, there for r , d open d e n t. on a key being pressed at
precisely the right moment. Why not do the job wi th a Basic routine ? because

the MZ-80K does not support "
( i f A f is not a numeral , VAT,(AS)*0) and
converting to numerals slows up the program running. This routine also enable!
the machine to operate on a he id-down key - which it will, not do with a CF.T
'

which needs to pressed and released before pressing a rain
Another function not. supported hv the MZ-POV. is * AMD »

at; binary

digit level.(Mote, incidentally, that the PIT basic uses 'AMT)' and * OR ’
without brackets: Sharp's equivalents are '*' *an d ’+'
with brackets).

CONVERTING PET AND TANDY PROGRAMS TO SHARP BASIC by MIKE SHAW
For example, in a PET program you may see a statement
ment such as
value of Y is sue h th a t its
est succeeds. The alternat-

.

* AND * at binary level

The code routine f or a 48 K SI
I LIMIT 53150 : REM the S’

2

or relocation) is :
e

FOR I = 53180 TO 53196:
this case START + 30 to START + 46)

3

READ E :

POKE I,E: NEXT

DATA 245 , 229 , 33
5 DATA 166, 159 : REM The
this ins
6 DATA 58
7 DATA 168 , 159 : REM LSB
LS and MSB of second holding address (53164)
8 DATA 166 , 50
9 DATA 170 , 159 : REM LSB
10 DATA 225 , 241 , 201 , 0
The ab ove enters the machine
20000 POKE 53160 , A7 : REM 53160 first holding address
20020 POKE 53164 , A8 : REM 53164 second holding address
20040 USR(53I80) : REM 53180 is the start of the machine code routine
20060 A9 = PEEK(53I70): REM 53I70=the answer address holding the result of
ANDing A7 and A8
In your main program , to achieve for example , IF Y AND 2=2 THEN... write
200 A7 = Y : A8 = 2 : GOSUB 20000 : IF
A9 = 2 THEN
All the information provided so far , together with the conversion
table for the POKE codes should enable you to convert almost any PET program
to run on the MZ- 80K. Sometimes you will come across POKES into locations
which have not been covered here and possibly some SYS() statements ('USR' in
the Sharp language).
What do you do about them ? IGNORE THEM , The chances
are that the program will run or nearly run without them , In many instances
they are related to the PET sound box,which has to be poked into life,
Before entering any PET program it is well worth spending a few
minutes going through it line by line so that you get used to the idea of
What the variables are being used for, and hence whether or not they need
Converting. For example , A = 33000 and B = 107 early in the program with
POKE A, B later in the program clearly means that both numbers need converting
If for some inexplicable reason you oc cas s iona 1 ly find that a care
fully
translated and entered program has wrong graphics that look all wrong,
a little experimentation with some of the variables or the cursor movement
instructions will re- adjust things to normal.
Armed with all this information you should find no difficulty in
4

...

-

.

A few more minutes
jr PET and TANDY onto your MZ-80K
5 pent on the converted program enhancing it with the Sharp graphics and sound
effects make the results even more interesting.

yetting

listingsÿ

r TRS80 programs present a different kind of
problem:'
is virtually a non-graphic key micro, and has
a screen format of 64 across by 16 down or, for 'high
resolution {SET and RESET), 128 x 48.
Also TRS80 has
PRINT® statements, and AND and OR statements which work at
'binary' level. For example, ' 3 AND X. ' will return ' 2 '
- effectively the decimal value of the common binary digit.
(0010 AND 0001 = 0010 = 2 decimal).
You can do it on the MK80Z
with a machine code routine acessed via a subroutine. Or even
direct as a USR() command. But that's another story.

.

PET CODE

SHARP CODE

0
1 to 26

85
1 to 26

27

82

1 28
! 29
30
31
32
33 to 41

1

j
,

!
;

!
1

'

42
43
44
45
46

47
48 to 57
58

59
60
61

62
63
64
65
66
67

68
69

70
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

PET CODE
( @ )
( A to Z)

89
90
91
92
93

89
84
80
69
{ ' space ' )
0
97 to 105
107
106

94
95
96
97

98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107

47
42
46
32 to 41 { 0 to 9 )
79
44
81
43
87
73
52
65
53
120 (????)
116
48
120
121 (close!)
76

108
109
110
111

112
113
114
115
116

117
118
119
120
122
123

111
110
50
119
118
114
115
71
56
83
117
75
109
72

124
125
126

127

SHARP CODE

57
68
189
210 (close!)
121
96
97
64
123
58
54
60

i

113
208 or 166

j

61
212
78
63
30
248 (close)
28
93
62
92
31
95
94
55
55 or 123
127

i

;
I

54 or 122
122
51

244 (close)
242
29
241
108 (249 =
close)

|

i

!

70

.

•

■
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PET POKE codes from 128 up are the 'reverse' of the ones given here:
A number of the
reverses are also available on SHARP. Note that PET doesn't have
many of the characters that SHARP has, so often the graphics
can be improved {with 'little men' for example.)Note too that
; codes.
these are POKE codes, not f-.

thus, 129 is a 'black' cap A on a white block.

•

■

M Z -SOK Coloua Intelligent Teaminal

.. .

continued

Special colour command.s

new commands control the dA.awi.ng , s hading , and coloua on
the. new system. A special cuasoa which is s hown as a eaoss ( X ) appear on
the ■ｓｃｒｅｅｎ and two caosse s can be moved all ovea the display. The X command
Twenty { o ua

daaws a staaight line between X marked co- oadinates .The Cl command daaws
{an shaped
ciacles aktea entering the centre co- oadinates , aadius and angle
displays can ali o be paocess ed rapidly using this command. The PO command is
used to daaw specified polygons o{ up to 19 sides. The W command specifies
the numbea o{ lines on display and the numbea o{ chaaaeteas pea line W also
switches on and o{{ the SCROLL { unction
In addition to the wide vaaiety ok gaaphic patterns baie{ly detailed
above /it is also possible to display 141 di{{eaent chaaacteas , {iguaes and
symbols. Up to 42 ehaaacteas can be displayed pea line and in the highest
aesolution mode this can be aeduced to 21 and the size o{ the chaacteas is
enlaaged to twice theia noamal size. Ml the chaaacteas can be aotated on
theia axis by 90 deaaees to the aight oa le{t.
To sum up, we weae most impaessed with the duality o{ the coloua
and the ease with which the veay wide vaaiety o{ capabilities could be
paogaammed We {oasee taemendo us applications {oa this unit especially {oa
coloua data taansmission by aa'dio oa telephone .1 1 must be stressed that the
coloua teaminal is not yet available and no aelease date has yet been set.

-

.

.

.

PASCAL FVOS
In the last two yeaas t'neae has been a laage upsuage o{ inteaest
among the micao hobby useas in the paogaamming language PASCAL. This has
inspiaed many aaticles on the subject in the computing paess and we have had
a mini
PASCAL which occupies 12K o{ RAM on the Shaap MZ -SOK. Un {oatunately
we have not been able to make much sense o{ it as it was waitten entiaely in
Japanese and we have not yet had time to conveat it. H owevea, Shaap have been
developing a {all PASCAL {loppy disk operating system and this will be
ae leas ed in the neaa {utuae along with an K-V plottea caad which will slot
into the MZ -SOK inteakace unit.

-

SPACE INVADERS
"

11%,/ÿCo

zt

2.H& 32m/a/s

Eveay membea aeceives a {aee machine code Space I nvadeos paogaam and we have
had many letteas about the paogaam. We conveated it to English ins tauctions
{aom a Japanese copy given to us by Paul Staeetea o{ Shaap. To load the tape
simply switch on and entea LOAD (do not load Basic). To play anothea game

without going thaough the woald tuaning sequence just entea S a{tea "GAME
Ol/ER is shown. The lettea R baeaks back to MONITOR. GOTO$2QOO aestaats

.

ADDING TV OUTPUT

Some group member have written in asking for detai.lt, o f fitting an
output docket to feed a standard small television set. This does nequitie
some extra components and should only be fitted by member, with electrical
expertis e - in other words if you do not understand the above diagram VO
MOT ATTEMPT TO CONNECT ANYTHING TO YOUR MZ-SOK.
The above UH F modulator circuit only has a few components and it can
easily be constructed on a small piece o f board. The mo d.ulatcr itself is 0 f
the type usually used in TV games and these are. relatively inexpensive yet

reliable devices. The output is around channel 36 and can be tuned in on any
I

ordinary TV set.
/
Although the Sharp MZ -SOK is a 525 line unit with 60H z vertical sync
this does not present any problem on a standard British 62 5 set. The frame
[vertical on some sets) will need to be reset and the height [vertical amp)
control adjusted - no internal modifications are required at all.
The levels of sync and video signals are adjusted with the two low
value pre-set potentiometers to give a good picture on the external TV set.
The leads going to the MI- SOK from the presets are connected onto pins 2
(sync) and 3 (video) on connector CN2. There are five pins on this connector
and pin 7 is clearly marked on the MZ -SOK main board. The unit takes less
than two milliamps of current and can be safely connected to the Sharp MZ -SO
power Supply. Once cons tructed the modulator can be mounted on the inside
of the Sharp's back cover - a standard TV receiver type co-axial socket
can also be fitted to this back panel.
Fitting the TV output does not alter the Sharp display in any way
but allows additional tv sets to be connected to the Sharp to display the
««en intonation anound a ««». School* find
this especially useful.

MZ- 80K. ROUTINES

SORT UP TO 255 STRINGS + FULL STRING HANDLING

-

1200 are a quicksort routine which
In the following routines lines 1000
sorts array A$ into alphabetical order. It may also be used with numbers.The
subroutine starting at 10000 allows full string comparisons as in lines 1040
this is not normally available with SP5©25 Basic.
and 1050

-

10 G0SUB10000
15 PR I NT"8
20 N=60
30 DI MAT(N >, B < INT < LOG < N > -"LOG(2)+ 1 > ,2 >
100 F0RX=1 TON
110 L = 1 8+RND < 1 > +2
i 26 FOR V*1 T0L:AT < X > =AT- < X > +CHRT 26+RND 1 1 > +65 >:NEXTY,X
138 PR I NT 11 E " S !F0RX=1T0NS PRINTAT<X>:NEXT
1 40 G0SUB 1 000
145 PR I NT" E
150 PR INT " ; J F0RX= 1 TON:PR I NTfit < X > ? "
":NL=NL+1
160 IFNL< 22THEN200
170 GETQT:IFQTO" "THEN 170
180 NL=0
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200 NEXT
999 END
1000 REM Quicksort subroutine
1010 S=1
1015 B 1 1, 1 > = 1:B < 1 ,2)=N
1 020 L=B(S, 1 >:R=B < S,2> s S=S- 1
1 030 I=L:J=R:XT=AT < I NT < RND( 1 > *( R-L > +.5 > +L )
1 040 IFAT < I > >=XfTHEN 1 058
1 045 1 = 1 + 1.” GOTO 1 040
i
1@50 IFXT >=AT < J > THEN 1 060
1 055 J=J-1:GOTO 1 050
1060 IFIXJTHEN1080
1 070 UiT=AT(I):AT < I > =AT < J : AT < J > =WT: 1 = 1 + 1:J=J- 1
\0 Q t-4 CO at
1080 I F I < =-JTHEN 1 040
- cn1 ID cn
1 090 I FJ-L >=R-1 THEN 1 1 48
O t-4 t-4
“1 "••I CD 8
1110 I FI >=RTHEN1 1 30
1
O T|
1 1 20 S=S+ 1 s B < 8, 1 > = I:B < S,2 > =R
1130 R=,T:GOTO 1178
Txxj'l
1148 IFL >=JTHEN 1 1 60
n r~> =
1150 S=S+ 1:B < S, 1 > =L:B(S, 2 > =J
1 1-4
1160 L=I
'im =
1170 IFL<RTHEN 1 030
1180 I FS>@THEN 1 020
1200 RETURN
1 0000 DOTH 121 ? 21 3,245, 265..174, 34,205, 15,24, £41, 145
10010 DATA48, 1,175, 129,71,227,285, 1,24,235,205, 1,24,120, 176,48,8,26,190,35
1 @020 DAT A 19,32, 2, 16,248, 245,8,214,176,48,26,61,40, 23,61,40,25,61, 40, 22
1 @030 DAT A6 1, 48,24,61,40,21,61,40,23,61,48,25, 241 , 48,32, 24, 25,241 ,32, 22
1 0040 DATA24, 25,24 1,56,17,24,6, 24 1, 56,17,24,10,241,40,7,24,10,241, 56, 7
10850 DATA24, 232, 17,30,22,24,3, 17,25,22,205,26,24,225,205,123,35, 195,91,34
10060 MACH I NE=36:REM RAM MEMORY 20,24,36, OR 48
1 0870 TM= 1 024+ < MH+4 >
10080 LIMIT < TM- 1 20)
GETTING AT THE TAPE HEADS
1 0090 F0RN=TM-1 20TOTM- 1 @
10100 READ A
Flip the cassette lid up and press
10110 POKEN, A
gently on the two lugs which retain
10120 NEXT
10130 L=TM-1 20
the lid - it can now be raised to a
10140 LH=I NT C L?"256 >:LL=INT<L-256*LH+. 5>
much higher level than usual and you
1 @150 POKE8805, LL:P0KE8886, LH
_ can see the heads without difficulty
10160 RETURN
t£ any oxide from the tape has built up on the head remove it carefully with
a piece of cotton wool soaked in alcohol, and they will again be 100% OK.

—
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THE KNIGHT COMMANDER
In the last newsletter we gave details of a program which added seven new

Basic. This met with a very favourable response
from s chools , colleges , industrial and personal users who marvelled at the new
facilities. We have now spent a great deal more time examining the SP5025
Basic and have now written the KNIGHT COMMANDER which incorporates all the
commands to the Sharp MZ-80K

previous features and adds even more. The KNIGHT COMMANDER is supplied on

tape and simply loads after the Sharp Basic.lt takes no more memory than
Sharp Basic itself, yet gives the following additions:

AUTO This gives automatic line numbers.

APPEND joins two or more Basic programs together.

DELETE deletes blocks of lines e.g. DELETE25,55 deletes lines 25 to 55 incl.
DUMP n lists the values of variables, n may be any number between 0 and 7.

DUMP 7

lists all user defined functions

DUMP 2

"

"

simple string variables

DUMP 3

"

"

single dimensional string arrays

DUMP 4

"

two dimensional string arrays

DUMP 5

"
"

"
"
"

single dimensional numeric arrays

"

two dimensional numeric arrays

"

of the above with

DUMP 6

DUMP 7
DUMP 0

"
"

simple numeric variables

..

PRINT @ X , Y is a PRINT AT comman d .e g

just one entry

? @ 20,I2;"K" will print a K in the

centre of the MZ-80K screen.
PRINT /A and PRINT/O directs all printing to the printer. ?/A (print all)

causes all PRINT and PRINT/P statements to print on both the screen and the
printer. PRINT/O switches back to normal mode.
PRINT /B n

n is a variable between I and 255. e.g. PRINT/B 24 will set
the tab columns to 24 characters wide, Very useful for creating tables etc.
PRINT/S Prints the entire screen display onto the Sharp MZ-80P3 printer. This
can be formatted to give compre sse d , s in gle or double width characters.
RENUMBER This renumbers your programs from any start line and in any steps

you choose .Renumber takes care of all GOTO , GOS UB , IF

. . . THEN , LI S T

and RUN

statements .Very useful for tidying up your programs as it also indicates all
undefined lines .Essential if you are to merge programs with APPEND

.

TRON n This is a trace function, n may be any number between I and 255 -this

sets the delay TRON I is the fastest and TRON 255 the slowest. TRON slows
down the operation of the program and shows the line being executed at the

time in the top left hand corner. The execution of the program can be stopped
and restarted at any time and it is possible to single step through the

program
LIST

.

the scrolling of the list command can now be stopped at any time

.

particular lines or blocks of lines examine d LIST can also be stepped in
single lines

.

and

- PART 2

USING THE ASSEMBLER
Many MZ-80K owners have spoken very highly of

the Sharp Assembler

package and of the quality of the manuals provided. Some newcomers to
( Assembler, Text editor, re¬
Assembler programming have found the package

-

they liked the article by
locatable loader and symbolic debugger ) complex
f
'C
Duncan Booth in the last Newsletter on getting started with Assembler , In

>

response to members requests Duncan has written part two.
USE OF SYMBOLIC DEBUGGER AND RELOCATEABLE LOADER

The Sharp relocateable loader requires the programmer to specify 4 addresses

-

the assemble bias, loading address , execute address and data address. These

addresses and their relation to each other can cause confusion even after
the manual. Assembly bias: when a program is

studying chapter 4-2 of

assembled calls and jumps within the program must be calculated according
to the final

position of

the program inraemory.If

not been used the assembler assumes

0000H

.

be

3000H

0000H

that the program starts from address

run at ,say,3000H, the assembly bias
has been used then the assembly bias used would

the program is actually to be

If

must be

-

the REL pseudo opcode has

.

.

3000H

If R'EL

It is possible that a program designed to run from address

is to be tested at a different address e.g.
into the debugger an assembly bias of
could be used if

REL

2000H

32jiÿH»

I200H

In this case when loading

and a loading address of

3200H

I200H was specified.

LOADING ADDRESS
When using the symbolic debugger the loading address is normally the locat¬

ion where the program will run. In this case the loading address is simply
the sum of

the assembly bias and the REL address. If

the relocateable loader

is being used the loading address is not so important as the program canno£_
be run immediately. In this case the loading address could, in theory, be an7
unoccupied RAM space

-

it is usually helpful to specify either the final

location of the program or some other easily remembered address.
EXECUTE ADDRESS

This is simply the address from which the program is to be run. When loading
from the monitor

the program is run from this address. Loading from Basic,

Machine Language, etc this address is ignored.
DATA ADDRESS

This is the address where the program will be located when it is reloaded

it must be the sum of

.

the REL address and the assembly bias if

is to run
POINTS TO REMEMBER with Symbolic Debugger the REL nnnn used in

ing addre s s =As s emb ly bias+nnnn

=

=

the program

source :Load-

location of program in memory. With the

Relocateable Loader the Loading address

ress

-

=

any free memory and the DATA add¬

Assembly bias- + nnnn .when saving a program from the Relocateable

loader enter the loading address after the prompt FROM and the loading add-

BEGINNERS START

- HERE

OK you have unpacked your MZ-80K and plugged it in. What

do you do now

-

simply switch on and you will see MONITOR SPI002 displayed on the screen. Place
the BASIC tape in

the cassette unit, enter the letters

0 A D and complete the

keyboard entry by pressing the large yellow key marked CR,the screen will now

prompt you to press the play button on the cassette unit. The

-

be loaded into the MZ-80K

BASIC will now

the tape will stop as soon as the IAK Basic is

loaded and the screen will display

'JÿEADY

and a flashing cursor will indicate

that the MZ-80K is awaiting your instructions. Rewind your BASIC tape so that

it will be ready to run next time you switch on. Place a program tape in the
cassette unit,enter LOAD and press the CR key, press the play button on the
cassette and your first program will load itself

-

the tape will stop by itself

and the word READY will appear on the display. Simply enter RUN and press the

—

CR key and your first program will run.

v

To stop a program and load another do this: enter SHIFT and BREAK keys

together (to stop program execution)

, press

the screen) , en ter NEW and press the

CR

SHIFT and CLR together (to clear

key (this returns the memory space

available to maximum) , en ter LOAD and press the CR key
tape turning again and

-

this will start the

the next program will load as be fore. Remember there

are excellent instructions in the yellow Sharp Basic manual and the first few
pages should be followed step by step. You will soon get the hang of

the key

entries and will do all the above without thinking after a few days.
All the above instructions refer to loading Basic programs , loading a
machine code program like the Sharp Group's free "SPACE INVADERS" is different.
Do not load Basic simply switch on the computer and enter LOAD followed by
the

key, press the PLAY button on the cassette, the tape will soon stop and

the game will s tart itself

automatically.

EDUCATING WITH THE SHARP
Many of

you will have seen the very long write up on the MZ-80K in

Educational Computer. The story featured the fact that North London's Poly¬
technic had been making extensive use of their 30 MZ-80K's in a variety of
educational applications
the Poly must like the Sharp as we have recently

-

supplied them with five more bringing their total to 35. Other educational

establishments with MZ-80K's include the Universities at Ab e r de en , Lon don ,
Oxford, and Cambridge plus lots of schools and colleges.

Some of

these

establishments already had the use of a mainframe computer and a few use
their MZ-80K's along with a bi-directional interfaces to input and output
information with the larger computer.
GRAPEVINE

GRAPEVINE

At a recent Apple computer show at the Wembly Centre Hotel, Bruce Everiss of

..

Microdigital wore a Sharp tie .Bruce , Tim Moore of New Bear and Graham Knight
seen having a Sharp dealers tete a tÿte at the Apple show... on CB who is M*cro_
Man ?
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Electrical and Radio Trading, January 1/8, 1981

T/Mrs

E LEcrrRKfi

Exports

Sharp in

first half

told E R T that trading in the
widest of the sense of the word
should be regarded with very
great caution and that the main
objective was to maintain cash
balances. He went on to say that
Comet’s experience was very
much in line with other retailers :
pre-Christmas trade and the
opening sales days afterwards
were better than hoped for.
He expects that the underlying
level of trade from the end of the
sale period to July will be worse
than for 1980, although there
might be som6 pre-Budget lift due
to expectations of higher taxation
on the part of the public. On video
equipment sales, Mr Hollingbery
said that the expected national
sale of 300,000 units for 1981
could well be exceeded,

-

By Yoko Shibata in Tokyo

SHARP CORPORATION, a lead¬
ing Japanese manufacturer of

consumer electronic products
and business machines had
reported increased earnings
for the six months to Sep¬
tember as a result of brisk
•export and strong sales of
video tape recorders (VTRs).
Operating profits gained 18.9 per
cent to Y14.28bn ($67.7m) on
sales of Y246.53bn ($1.17bn)
up 26 per cent over a year
earlier. Profits per share were
Y13.I6, compared with Y12.52
a year earlier.
Strong exports, especially of
plain paper copiers (PPCs),
higher quality radio-cassette
recorders and VTRs, gave
impetus to the upsurge in
sales.
Exports jumped by 43.8 per cent
to account for 54.4 per cent of
total turnover. Sharp is a late¬
comer to the VTR market, but
good marketing tactics raised
sales of the electronics divi¬
sion by 68 per cent. The com¬
pany is currently manufactur¬
ing 30,000 VTRs a month,
about 40 per cent of which
are sold overseas, and plans
to bring production up to
50.000 units a month by next

May.
Sharp is a leading manufacturer
of large scale integrated cir¬
cuits (LSIs) by the C-MOS
method with a current manu¬
facturing level of 4m units a
month. Sales of the elec¬

division
devices
tronics
advanced by 33.2 per cent in
the half year.
The increase in sales of LSIs
with their high added value
led to improved gross profit
margins. In exports, the com¬
pany insulated itself from the

yen’s appreciation by contract¬
ing exports in the forward
exchange market. With capital
outlays of Y38bn planned for

the current year, the company

plans to expand production
capacity of VTRs and to
develop products with higher

Research and

development expenses are pro¬
jected at 3.5 per cent of total

sales.
For full year ending March,
Sharp’s operating profits

Rftpfc T&fti)I He?

$*%*/.

-™r

O

are

forecast at Y29bn, up 23 per
cent, net profits at Y16bn, up
27 per cent, and sales at
Y495m. up 25 per cent over
1979-80.

New technology

A more optimistic note echoes
from North of the border where
Graham Knight of A and G
Knight, Aberdeen, reports a 330
per cent increase in turnover

for 1980 over 1979. Graham ad¬
mits that he benefits from nearby
oil industries and the high level of
employment in “granite Aber¬
deen”. But he has been shrewd
enough to move out of the TV
rental business into television
sales, personal computers and
other forms of “new electronic

technology”. Normally averaging
sales of about 50 personal com¬
puters each month, Graham told
E R T that in the first 10 days of
December last year he sold 111
units. “It will be a tremendous
year ahead,” he said.
Not quite so encouraging was
the news from Edinburgh. Here
Dick Hagart of Bruntsfield Radio,
said that 1980 had “been a pretty
depressed year and things look no
better for 1981.” Mr Hagart re¬
ported only a small uplift for
business before Christmas, al-
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.manager of the electronic component '4
division, the new factory will boost Sharp’s to
•nH*
LSI production to 4 million a month.
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To meet a severe shortage of LSIs,
Sharp has decided to build a third factory
with a total floor space of about 16,500
square meters. When completed, Sharp’s
total monthly production capacity of LSIs
will be 4 million.
The new factory will contain three
floors for offices with two floors for manu¬
facturing lines. Sharp plans to invest ¥8
billion ($40 million at ¥200 to the dollar),
the largest amount ever invested for a
single facility in the company’s history.
The new factory will produce an addi¬
tional quantity of LSIs and high-integra¬
tion LSIs. Electron beam exposure units
and modern equipment will be imported
from the U.S. for manufacturing highintegration LSIs to produce masks. Sharp
has succeeded in drawing patterns with
a 4-5 \j m accuracy, and the new factory
will draw patterns with an accuracy of

HON. AND TUES.
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WITH generally better than expected pre-Christmas trading
behind them, retailers are looking forward to a New Year geared to
videAf personal computers and other forms of “new technology”.
But the major grouse is still about poor supplies of video equipment.
For the New Year, Michael
Hollingbery, chairman of Comet,
building

boost

added values.
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